
 

 

 

 

 

Stage 1 

 Subtraction taught through physical action 

 ‘Taking away’ and ‘how many are left’ solved through 
physical activities 

 ‘Take away results in less than the original number 

 Number line or track used to take numbers away 

 Some informal recording 

 

 

 

Vocabulary: Take 

away, leave. How many 

are left over? How 

many have gone? One 

less, two less. How 

many fewer is...than...? 

 

Stage 2 

 Subtraction understood firstly as ‘taking away’  

 ‘Finding the difference’ then taught. 

 Vocabulary and symbols used to describe actions 
and to record number sentences 

 Practical methods & informal written methods used 
to subtract  simple numbers 

 Given number lines and hundred square used to 
find the difference (counting up and down) 

 
 

 

9 - 4 = 5 = 1+1+1+1+1 

 

What is the difference between 4 and 9? 

  

Vocabulary: - subtract, 

minus. How much less 

is...than...? Half, halve, 

=, equals, ten less 

 

Stage 3 

 Use of hundred square to take away (partition the 
number into tens and ones) 

 Use of numbered or empty number line to solve ‘find 
the difference’ 
problems 
15 – 7 = 8 = 3+5 

 Mental methods 

 Partition numbers both mentally and recorded 

37-12  =  25  = 37-2-10 

 

Vocabulary: One 

hundred less, crossing 

the tens boundary 

partition 

 

Stage 4 

 Use previous strategies to solve problems using larger 

numbers (HTO), including multi-step problems 

 Horizontal recording of number sentences 

 Expanded subtraction method used with partitioning 

(subtract the ones, subtract the tens, then subtract the 

hundreds) 

 

563 – 241 = 
        500+60+3 
          - 200+40+1 
  ___________ 
  300+20+2 = 322 

 

Vocabulary: Crossing 

the hundreds boundary, 

Hundreds, tens, ones 

 

Stage 5 

 Use of column subtraction (simple numbers) 

 Understand & use inverse operation to check 

 

Vocabulary: Decrease, 

inverse 

 

Stage 6 

 Subtraction using more complex numbers with the 

need for decomposition 

 Subtraction of decimals and numbers with different 

units of measure 

 

Vocabulary: 

Decomposition, ‘take 

from the next column’ 

and unit of 

measurement 

 

Stage 7 

 Subtraction of positive and negative numbers 

 Subtract numbers up to 10 million. 

 3 decimal places when subtracting. 

 

Vocabulary:  

 

QCES Calculation Policy: Subtraction - 

A good mathematician is one who understands the problem and then chooses an appropriate method to solve it! 


